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DO YOU HAVE A CRAMPED AND SMALL BATHROOM
SPACE?

Let's take a look at 8 storage options for your small bathroom
space!

Some homeowners live in smaller homes or living spaces for a number of
reasons whether, it is to downsize or due to affordability, or wanting to live a
more minimalist lifestyle. And there are homeowners who live in larger spaces
with more than one bathroom. Whatever the size or configuration of a living
space; this can influence the size of your bathroom.
For example in a smaller living space, the bathroom size will be much smaller
and a tighter fit for room. In a larger home with more than one bathroom there
will often be one small sized bathroom or a half bathroom. In both scenarios,
this creates a cramped bathroom space with little room to store all of your
bathroom necessities and toiletries.
So, we are going to explore some design elements you can add to your
bathroom to create both storage options as well as, keeping the smaller
footprint from looking cramped.

VERTICAL STORAGE AND UTILIZING WALL SPACE
One of the best ways to maximize storage space without overwhelming your
bathroom is to utilize tall, narrow storage units.
You can add free-standing units equipped with shelves, cabinets or drawers,
which can all provide ample storage space for most of your bathroom essentials
without taking up a lot of floor space. Your open wall space in a bathroom is
prime real estate to implement storage as well. You can install built-in storage
surface mounted or recessed into the wall such as linen closets or have large
wall-to-wall vanities with cabinets and drawers.

FREE STANDING TALL STORAGE CABINET

SIDLER TALL MIRRORED CABINET RECESSED MOUNTED

Or install a mirror that has storage functionality. Utilize the wall space and install
a tall (5 feet tall) mirrored medicine cabinet, which can be surface or recessed,
mounted. You get a ‘two for one’ functional addition to your bathroom with both
a full-length mirror plus, storage.

A SPACE-SAVING TOWEL LADDER
The towel ladder is not just for blankets! With its multiple rungs and simple
frames; these trendy, low-profile organizers resemble traditional ladders, but
they take up very little floor space. Also, it’s not as bulky and does not extend
out too far from the wall such as the case with a traditional storage shelf
because it leans, and angles back into the wall. Even though it’s towel rods or
hooks may only be able to manage two or three towels at a time; towel ladders
can comfortably accommodate anywhere from three to eight towels or a
bathrobe hung on the corner notch.

TOWEL LADDER

Also, if your small bathroom doesn’t have enough space to hang shelves;
decorative towel ladders can be a step in the right direction. They can fit in the
corner of a small bathroom easily and looks great with any design style such as
the small ‘Shabby Chic’ or Scandinavian inspired bathrooms. Some ladders
have wider shelves for organizing while others feature rungs for hanging
towels, wash cloths, magazines or books.

TOWEL LADDER WITH SHELVING

ADD FLOATING SHELVES, HOOKS AND TOWEL RACKS
If your small bathroom has limited counter space, it’s bound to get cluttered and
easily messy. Floating shelves or a shelving unit are easy to install to almost
any wall space in your bathroom.

FLOATING SHELVES

WALL HOOKS

Add hooks to your wall space as a way to hang towels, jewelry, brushes, hair
dryers, curling irons and so much more. Whether you are looking to display
your goods or maximize space efficiency, take advantage of these items’
flexible extremities and hang them up on a variety of hooks.

TOWEL RACK

Even the smallest bathrooms come with a towel rack, but adding more creates
varied organization opportunities. Additional towel racks or hooks behind the
door suit kids’ or guest towels. If your small bathroom is already stocked on
towel space, a simple magnetic or metal strip can do wonders for loose
grooming tools and cosmetics. For example, make-up junkies with an endless
collection can add magnets onto the back of their favourite products and put
them on a magnetic strip. This creates an easy-access and customizable way
to store make-up while saving on a ton of space.

DECADENT STORAGE ACCENTS AND CATCHALL CONTAINERS
In small bathrooms with limited space, it can be difficult to maximize storage
while leaving room for decorative accents. Why not combine them? Decorate
your bathroom with knick-knacks that also serve a functional purpose. Cotton
balls and Q-Tips can be placed in decorative jars or mason jars for a pretty
display that also, serves to clear up cabinet and drawer space for your more
discreet toiletries. You can also place small toiletries in decorative storage jars
and containers rather than keeping them in their bulky, original packaging.

DECORATIVE STORAGE ACCENTS

DECORATIVE BASKETS AND BINS

Cloth bins, woven and wire baskets, farmhouse-inspired buckets or simple
wooden crates can do double-duty as storage units with a stylish flair. You can
roll towels up and fit them vertically in tall woven baskets or neatly pack
essentials into crates and place them on shelves. Wicker and wire baskets are
bathroom storage solutions that are always in style. It’s common to see baskets
in small bathrooms for items like magazines, loose toiletries or rolled-up towels.
Keep a basket near the toilet, under the sink or in the closet to make use of
your tight bathroom space.

WALL MOUNTED BASKETS

Unitize your wall space as well! If floor storage becomes a dust magnet making
it difficult to move these storage units around to clean; hang or mount storage
options to your walls instead. Three-tiered hanging baskets are common in
kitchens, but are also good options for small bathrooms. You can hang these
baskets high on the wall on top of floating shelves or on hooks or hang these
from a towel rack on S-hooks to store items like lotion and hair products.

EMBRACE A MIRRORED MEDICINE CABINET
The space above your bathroom sink can be a valuable space to add storage.
Instead of installing a simple, standard vanity mirror above your sink; install a
mirrored medicine cabinet!

SIDLER DIAMANDO LED MIRRORED CABINET STORAGE IN
SMALL BATHROOM

Keep clutter away from your sink and vanity countertop by storing toothbrushes,
toothpaste, and other toiletries (like cotton balls, swabs, and pads) in the
mirrored cabinet. Modern mirrored cabinets are available in a wide variety of
sizes and configurations with functional features and options such as LED
lighting to provide overall bathroom illumination, and task lighting for grooming
such as make-up application, tweezing and shaving. And with some of these
seamless, luxury and modern designs offered by certain mirrored cabinet
brands, there is no need to sacrifice design in the name of storage space.

SIDLER SIDELIGHT MIRRORED CABINET RECESSED MOUNTED

These mirrored cabinets can be surface or recessed mounted. When recessed
mounted they hide seamlessly into the wall creating a less bulky profile while,
disguising its functionality as being a storage cabinet. So, what may look like
just a standard mirror is ‘more than meets the eye’ with its hidden functional
storage!

SHOWER CADDIES AND CUBBIES
Showers and bathtubs have to accommodate bars of soap, bottles of shampoo,
conditioner, body wash, washcloths, razors, scrub brushes and loofahs. Small
showers in small bathrooms may not have the built-in shelf space to hold all of
these necessities, which can result in disorganized clutter where you can’t
access your shower toiletries conveniently. You can combat this by adding a
traditional shower caddy. Shower caddies are easy to install and can be
mounted almost anywhere in or around your shower on the showerhead or by
using suction cups. They are equipped with racks and shelves to hold
everything you need for your convenience.

SHOWER CADDY

TILED SHOWER CUBBIES

The other option is to install built-in cubby holes for storage by utilizing the wall
space in your shower or bathtub tiled wall. You can install 2 to 4 shelf cubbies
that blend in with your wall tile in any height or width and location on our wall.
Cubbies are not only functional storage in your bathtub/shower, but it’s also an
elegant design accent for your bathroom.
Both options are great for any small bathroom to help cut down on clutter by
giving every item a proper place.

UTILIZE THE TOILET SPACE
Just like the space above your bathroom sink, the space above your toilet can
be valuable storage real estate. Over-the-toilet shelving units are the perfect
storage solution for that underused space.

OVER-THE-TOILET FLOATING SHELVES FOR STORAGE

These storage units are designed to stand freely above a toilet tank in a variety
of colours and design styles, and are equipped with a variety of storage
features. These features include cabinets or open shelving, drawers and a towel
rack. You can add free-standing units or use up less floor space by installing
wall mounted over-the-toilet storage units and shelves instead. Storage above
the toilet is great for hiding away or displaying neatly folded towels or
decorative items or decorative lotion bottles.

SKINNY STORAGE WALL MOUNTED
NEXT TO THE TOILET

Another way to create storage around the toilet is to utilize the space next to
your toilet. Most bathrooms have a sliver of space next to the toilet. So, why not
squeeze in a skinny magazine rack, ladder shelf or a thin rolling shelf? These
can be free standing or wall mounted right next to your toilet.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DOORS AND CORNERS

OVER THE DOOR HANGING TOWEL RACK

The area behind your bathroom door can be the perfect place to hang towels
and robes. You can install towel rods or hooks to hold any bulky bathroom linen
you need to store. Or combine the two and hang an over-the-door towel bar
with hooks on the back of your bathroom or shower door. Also, corners in small
bathrooms can be a valuable place for additional, unobtrusive storage.
Consider adding a fashionable corner-shaped cabinet or wall mount a shelving
unit to provide ample storage without taking up too much space.

CONCLUSION
You don’t have to let your smaller bathroom space deter you from coming up
with creative solutions to design a space that has storage, functionality and
beautiful design for a clutter free zone.
Here are some great articles introducing even more ideas for how to style your
small bathroom with functional storage and also, some helpful design tricks to
make your small bathroom space appear larger.
1) Good Housekeeping
2) Better Homes & Gardens
3) Country Living
4) House Beautiful

What else is happening in the SIDLER world?

SIDLER MIRRORED CABINETS AROUND THE WORLD

SIDLER HAS A NEW AND EXCITING ACCESSORY!
INTRODUCING SIDLER'S NEW UNDERSTATED MATTE BLACK HANDLE!

UNDERSTATED MATTE BLACK HANDLE

In architecture and interior styling, matte black is making a huge imprint in home
design. You will see this growing trend in various materials, counter-tops,
appliances, painting hues as well as, other finishes and touches.
HGTV highlights this growing trend in this montage of articles and social media
bytes.
SIDLER is also jumping on board with this modern and sleep design trend by
introducing our new matte black handles.

UNDERSTATED ALUMINUM HANDLE

SIDLER's understated handles also available in our standard aluminum finsh.

The matte black handles are the perfect accent to the modern, sleek and
seamless design aesthetics and functionality of SIDLER's mirrored cabinet
collection.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE NEW SIDLER UNDERSTATED
MATTE BLACK HANDLES, PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE!

info@sidler-international.com

WIN A $50 VISA GIFT CARD!
ENTER A PRIZE DRAW!
HOW? PLEASE SEE THE DETAILS BELOW!
==========

PLEASE POST A REVIEW ABOUT SIDLER ON HOUZZ!
Please visit our HOUZZ page and post a review. The more reviews, the more
everyone can find out about SIDLER!
https://www.houzz.com/pro/mirrorcabinets/sidler

ONCE YOU POST A REVIEW YOUR NAME WILL BE ENTERED
INTO A PRIZE DRAW TO WIN A $50 VISA GIFT CARD!!
THE DRAW ENDS ON APRIL 30, 2021

*Only ONE winner will be eligible for this prize.

MORE SIDLER NEWS!

KEVIN AND AMY LUTZ

There is a new addition to SIDLER's team of sales representative
agencies!
Kevin Lutz and Amy Lutz of K+A Sales & Specification is the new Sales
Representative Agency for SIDLER in the mid-western territory!
WHO ARE KEVIN AND AMY LUTZ?
Since 1998, K+A Sales & Specification have been covering the states of
Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas. K+A Sales & Specification is a resource
for Architects, Designers and Specifiers of luxury brands within the kitchen,
bath and home industry. Their key objective and focus is in the single and multiresidential, commercial and hospitality sectors.
Kevin & Amy Lutz own and operate K+A Sales & Specification. They have been
married for 31 amazing years and have 2 adult children who are out in the
world exploring their own entrepreneurial opportunities.
Kevin has over 25 years of industry experience with a background as a Master
Plumber and is a former partner of Lutz Plumbing in Kansas City. Kevin
provides education through CEU courses for the architecture and design
community as well as, product and sales training for wholesale distributors and
the trades. Not only is Kevin the Account Manager at K+A Sales &
Specification, he is also the main contact for project specifications and quotes.

Amy has a background in health and education as well as, retail. Amy is K+A
Sales & Specification’s Business Manager and is the main contact for
warranties/returns, order processing, literature, pricing, marketing support and
other office administrative support.
Check out K+A Sales & Specification on their website here.
You can also follow them on their Instagram page @BathManKC.

SIDLER’S NAME IS IN LIGHTS!
THE PHILADELPHIA BATHROOM PROJECT.
#project #collaboration #phillybathroomproject

JOHN WEINSTEIN'S COMPLETED BATHROOM REMODEL
FEATURING, SIDLER'S QUADRO MIRRORED CABINET - Photo
Credits to Linda McManus

SIDLER IS A COMPANY WHO CARES ABOUT PEOPLE AND THE
COMMUNITY! #care #support #love #community
Check out the Aspire Hone and Design Magazine article on the Philadelphia

Bathroom Design Project.
We at SIDLER International are proud to be a part of this wonderful bathroom
remodel by donating our Quadro Mirrored Cabinet to this design project!
Thank you John Weinstein of Franz Viegener for bringing us all together in this
bathroom remodel design collaboration!

JOHN WEINSTEIN'S COMPLETED BATHROOM REMODEL FEATURING, SIDLER'S QUADRO
MIRRORED CABINET - Photo Credits to Linda McManus

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR FELLOW COLLABORATORS ON
THIS DESIGN PROJECT'! #phillybathroomproject
Warm Up Inc.
Laufen Bathrooms
Easy Drain Inc.
Viega LLC
Beletz Bros
Walker Zanger
Emtek Products
Samuel Gordon Architects
Interior Designer Studio Jhoiey Inc.
Please follow us to see the start and finish of this exciting journey of "The
Philidelphia Bathroom Project" on SIDLER'S SOCIAL MEDIA pages!
#phillybathroomproject #sidlerinternational

STAY TUNED FOR THE FINAL BLOG AND VIDEO OF THIS EXCITING
DESIGN PROJECT! #staytuned #bigreveal

SIDLER'S COMEDY CABINET

BRUCE WILLIS FROM AN EPISODE OF THE TV SITCOM, "FRIENDS".

This is a feature of our newsletter where we will share a joke or pun or an
image gif with you! We invite everyone to share your jokes/puns and images
with us!

PLEASE TALK BEHIND OUR BACKS AND GOSSIP
ABOUT SIDLER!

FOLLOW SIDLER AND TALK ABOUT US!

Just a friendly reminder to follow us, comment, share your
experience on any of our social media feeds. Please share with
your business partners, clients, colleagues and friends!
Click on any of the icons below!

VIISIT OUR WEBSITE OR SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER!

Written by, Sally Mark
Marketing and Communications Manager
SIDLER International Ltd.
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